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Preface 

My Initial motivation for this thesis Mas to develop and evaluate 

a new design procedure. I would be less than honest If I failed to also 

admit that I was further Motivated to complete a thesis which would meet 

the Yequlrements for graduation. Somewhere along the way my motivation 

shifted. I nope the many long hours of work summarized In this thesis 

might be of use to others working on the landing problem. It Is then, 

to this end, that I have written this thesis. I have Included the 

equations and the numerical values which I used so others will be able 

to reproduce my results. I have also tried to write this thesis In a 

clear, understandable manner for the benefit of the prospective reader. 

Those who have written a thesis can appreciate the many long hours 

of work required and the fact that a thesis Is not Just an Individual 

effort. I would like to express my sincere appreciation to those who 

helped make this thesis possible. I especially want to thank my advisor. 

Major James 0. Oil low, for his many hours of help and encouragement. His 

cheerful "press-on" attitude turned a dreaded task Into a learning exper- 

ience. Major Oillow deserves a majority of the credit for this study. 

I would also like to thank my sponsor, Robert Huber, and Ronald Anderson, 

both of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, for their help. 

Finally, I wish to express my deep appreciation to my wife, Joyce, 

for her patience, understanding, and encouragement, and for typing the 

rough draft of this thesis. Her sacrifices during not only this thesis 

but the last four years have helped Imeasurably In my education. With- 

out her encouragement, I would not have come this far. 

Jerry 0. Pfleeger 
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LANDING APPROACH AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN 

VIA REDUCED ORDER OPTIMAL CONTROL LAW 

I.    Introduction 

Background 

A new National Landing System is being developed to provide 

improved landing guidance information to aircraft.    One approach which 

has shown promise involves the use of a microwave scanning beam to 

provide landing aircraft with glide path deviation and azimuth infor- 

mation.   James D. Oil low conducted a study (Ref 1) to analyze the pitch 

plane data rate requirements for the proposed microwave scanning beam 

system.   The data rate study used an optimal model for the aircraft 

flight control system. 

As a part of the data rate analysis, a digital computer program 

was developed to implement the landing approach model and to automatically 

compute the probability of a missed approach as a function of the data 

rate of the glide slope deviation information.    The computer program 

takes as inputs the data rate; the aircraft stability derivatives; 

nominal longitudinal airspeed; glide path angle; atmospheric disturbances 

(gust, headwind, windshear); guidance noise parameters; constraints on 

the control activity; and the tolerances on the aircraft variables that 

define a missed approach (i.e., the "window dimensions").    The program is 

structured   o that changes in the system equations can be easily implemented 

in the program.    Changes in the system equations result from 

1.   Changes In the aircraft equations of motion (for example. 

Inclusion of flexure modes and effect of sensor location). 



2. Addition or deletion of control points (I.e., autothrottle, 

direct lift control, etc.). 

3. Changes in the measurement model or sensor complement (for 

example, consideration of sensed normal acceleration, sensed 

glideslope deviation rate, sensed longitudinal airspeed, and 

noise in the continuous measurements). 

The results obtained by Dillow (Ref 1) using the optimal model were 

compared with results obtained using conventional analysis techniques 

(Ref 2).    This comparison validated the optimal model. 

One of the "by-products" of the digital computer program used in 

the data rate analysis is a "full-blown" optimal control  taw with feedback 

gains and Kaiman Filter gains.    This control law is optimal in the sense 

of approach performance and accounts for control authorities that would 

be Imposed on the automatic flight control system.    The purpose or object 

of this study was to determine if the optimal model and the optimal control 

law from the data rate analysis could be used as a design tool.   The study 

was prompted by the success of the data rate analysis and the fact that 

the "optimal" was optimal with respect to a meaningful measure of per- 

formance while accounting for limitations in control activity.    The 

digital computer program used in the data rate analysis offers several 

advantages over classical techniques in control design.    The program 

structure makes changes in the system equations a matter of changing data 

cards rather than redrawing root locus or Bode plots as is done with 

classical techniques.    There is no need to go through tedious loop closure 

procedures.   The time required to evaluate the effect of one or more 

changes is much less than that needed when using classical techniques. 



talti-input, mill-output control systeas are also handled auch easier 

using the data rate analysis coaputer progras. 

Hypothesis 

The optimal feedback oatrix F*. fron the data rate analysis, 

can be used in a systematic procedure to develop a practical control 

law.   The systematic procedure is subject to one constraint.   When the 

data rate analysis program develops the optimal control law, certain 

variables such as pitch, pitch rate, normal acceleration, and nominal 

longitudinal airspeed are considered to be Measured "on board" the 

aircraft.   The data rate analysis program further assumes that glide 

path deviation is measured on the ground and transmitted to the aircraft. 

Therefore, flight path deviation information is In sampled data for« for 

the data rate analysis.    The constraint Is that the continuously measured 

variables and sampied data measurements used In the data rate analysis 

mit also be used as feedbacks In the practical control law.   Any control 

law not employing all these feedback gains will be unstable or display poor 

flying or poor ride qualities.    These poor qualities show up as large 

pitch attitude deviations, high control actuator rates, high probability 

of missed approach or slow settling time when the aircraft Is perturbed. 

Investigation 

The object of this Investigation Is to determine a design procedure 

starting with the "optimal" feedback gains of the data rate analysis and 

ending with a practical  (and realizable) automatic flight control system 

for an aircraft performing the landing approach task and to compare the 

resulting suboptimal automatic flight control system against some "standard." 



The measures of "goodness" for the evaluation are the probability of 

missed approach, PMA (minimized); the rms control activity (within bounds); 

and rms pitch attitude oe (ride quality).    System response to a pitch 

rate impulse will also be checked for low damping.    If the damping is too 

low, the system will be slow in damping out oscillations.    These oscilla- 

tions are not evident in the rms performance measures. 

The "standard1  used as a basis for comparison was designed by 

Systems Technology, Inc.  (Ref 2).    It represents an advanced automatic 

flight control system designed with classical control techniques.   The 

"standard" is not currently in use, but rather represents a system of 

the quality deemed necessary to meet the Category II landing requirements. 

In order to compare results with the "standard" a common basis 

must be established.    The following ground rules have been established 

to arrive at thai basis: 

1. The glideslope deviation d is assumed to be measured contin- 

uously in the "standard" and sampled at a rate of 6 samples/sec 

in the suboptimal control system. 

2. The sample data glideslope deviation measurement is assumed 

to contain noise where the noise, which is superimposed on 

the true glideslope deviation, accounts for the effects of 

fluctuation noise (due to sampled data measurement) and white 

noise.   This accounts for using a scanning beam landing guidance 

system.    The noisy measurement is filtered with a low pass 

filter which is described in detail later.    When airspeed is 

used, it is assumed that any noise which might be on the 

measurement is filtered out by the measurement system.   The 

measurement system for airspeed is approximated by a first- 

order lag. 



3. The atmospheric environment Is one of severe turbulence. 

4. The microwave scanning beam has low beam noise. 

5. The height Ad of the landing "window" Is ±12 ft. 

6. Steady winds and wind shear are both assumed to be zero. 

7. The measured variables are pitch, pitch rate, normal accelera- 

tion, and. In special cases, longitudinal airspeed. 

The Individual ground rules are explained In greater detail as they 

are encountered later in this report.   The procedure Is explained here 

In general and In detail  In Chapters V and VI. 

A basic requirement for the procedure Is that It be a "clean" and 

logical process.   The starting point Is the full optimal control law using 

tht optimal feedback matrix F* from the data rate analysis.    The goal Is 

a reduced order control law employing feedback of the measured variables 

(states) only.    Feedbacks on the measured states are referred to In this 

report as desired feedbacks.    Since the optimal feedback F* Includes some 

feedback gains for variables not measured (I.e., wind gust, elevator 

position, etc.), the procedure must systematically remove the feedbacks 

on the unmeasured states.    The unmeasured state feedbacks are referred to 

as undeslred feedbacks.    Once the undeslred feedbacks have been removed 

and only the desired feedbacks remain, the logical approach would be to 

try to further simplify the control law by reducing the number of remaining 

feedbacks.    In the hypothesis, it was stated that removal of any desired 

feedback would produce unacceptable results.    The next step in the pro- 

cedure Is to validate this constraint.   The final step involves placing 

noise on those measurements (glideslope deviation) assumed to have addi- 

tive noise present.   The measurement and the noise are then filtered 



through a low pass filter and the filtered measurement used for the 

practical control law. The practical control law is developed without 

"fiddling" with feedback gains or use of compensators. 



11.    Mathematical Model 

In this section the mathematical model of the landing approach 

process Is described.   This model Is used to develop the automatic flight 

control system.    The assumptions used In developing the model are 

described and the equations used In this study are given.    The develop- 

ment of the equations Is found In Ref 1.   The system of equations Is a 

set of stochastic differential equations and accounts for the aircraft 

dynamics, the atmospheric environment, the landing guidance system data 

rate and errors, the aircraft onboard sensors, and the flight control 

system capabilities.   The approach performance Is determined by the 

probability of missed approach. 

The Aircraft Equations of Motion 

The aircraft Is assumed to be adequately represented by a set 

of perturbed, linear differential equations of motion.    This is because 

the landing approach task basically requires tracking a fixed rectilinear 

path in space with disturbances induced by the atmospheric environment 

(gusts) and measurement errors Induced by sensor noise and noisy or 

erroneous guidance measurements.    It is further assumed that the longi- 

tudinal and lateral equations of motion are uncoupled.    This assumption 

Is Justified for trimmed flight with small perturbations in Ref 3.    It 

Is assumed that the longitudinal motion variables dominate the prob- 

ability of missed approach (Ref 1), thus only these oquations are 

considered.   The variables considered in the longitudinal equations of 

motion are pitch attitude e, pitch rate q, longitudinal perturbed 



velocity u; noml perturbed velocity w; ««* glldeslope derlotlon d. 

Additional stales are Introduced as needed to account for lags between 

ccananded control Input and the resulting force or aotlon generated, 

additive finite bandwidth noise, or sensor lags. 

The specific equations presented here represent the systca aodel 

for the basic OC-8 aircraft and are adopted frw Ref 1.   Thcar ore* 

Ü - Xyu ♦ V - ge cos Y, - Xuiig - Vg + Xfie6e + ^«th 

ir « Zuu + 2> + U.q - ge sin Y, - Vg " Vg * 2^*0 ♦ 16th
6th 

q - Muu ♦ ^ ♦ Hqq - HuUg - Vg ♦ M^fie ♦ M^t,, 

The elevator and thrust responses are ndeled by first-order lags. 

The respective differential equations are 

6    ---L'    -   1 
6e        T, Ie le 

^"-^«th^tlv. 

where 6e and 6th are comanded inputs, 6e and 6th are the resulting 

elevator position and throttle setting, respectively, and the values for 

Te and T^ are taken to be .06666 sec and 1.0 sec, respectively. 

Gusts 

The gust disturbance, taken from Ref 1, is assumed to have two 

independent component«:     These c «otponents are the longitudinal gust 

*Z£ and M* were taken to be zero in these equations. 

8 



velocity Ug and the normal gust velocity Wg. These are described by the 

following first-order stochastic differential equations: 

"g ' - <Vg + e«g 

Wg " " UWgWg + Cwg 

where uug and a^ are the half power or break frequencies for the longl- 

tudlnal and normal gusts, respectively; Cu and Cw are zero mean, Mg Wg 

Gaussian amplitude, white noise processes. The statistics of €u and 

ew are given by Wg 

E<5ug(t)Cug(s)} • 2u)Ugo;gö(t-s) 

EUWg(tkWg(s)}-2WWgaig6{t-s) 

E{eUg(t)eWg(s)} - 0 

where ou Is the rms longitudinal gust Intensity and ow Is the rms 

normal gust velocity; 6(t-s) Is an Impulse function. 

The parameters used to describe the gust disturbance are given In 

Table I. These values were taken from Refs 1 and 2. The rms gust Inten- 

sities used here represent severe turbulence. Severe turbulence was 

considered because previous studies (Refs 1 and 2) Indicated the landing 

approach task required landing guidance and flight control systems to 

suppress the effects of gusts. 



TABLE I 
Atmospheric Disturbance Parameters—DC-8 

ou   - 10.000 ft/sec 
9 

UH   ■ 0.340 rad/sec 
9 

ow   «6.500 ft/sec 
w9 

UL,   "3.950 rad/sec 

Measurements 

The measurement model was developed In Ref 1 and accounts for 

the two different types of measurements associated with a low visibility 

landing approach with a scanning beam guidance system.   The first part of 

the measurement model accounts for the glldeslope deviation measurements 

derived from the scanning beam system, and as such, are considered to be 

sample data measurements.   These measurements are usually associated with 

guidance measurements or guidance Inputs to the flight control system. 

The other measurements considered In the measurement model are those 

usually associated directly as a part of the flight control system and 

are made continuously on board the aircraft.   These measurements may 

Include sensed pitch attitude, pitch rate, airspeed, normal acceleration, etc. 

The model for the glldeslope deviation measurement as derived from 

the scanning beam guidance system Is taken from Ref 1.   This model for 

measured glldeslope deviation accounts for three error components in the 

difference between the measured value of glide slope and the true reference 

landing glide slope.   These components include a fixed bias, fluctuation 

10 



noise associated with the sampled data feature of the measurement, and 

white noise representing the very broad band thermal noise In the circuits 

and randan electromagnetic noise. 

The fixed bias Is taken as a zero mean. Gaussian random variable. 

It Is not directly Included as a part of the measurement since It Is 

assumed that this error cannot be detected without some other external 

reference.   Thus the true glides!ope plus the fixed bias Is taken as the 

reference glldeslope track for the aircraft.    Its effect Is accounted for 

by computing a root-sum-squared glldeslope deviation using the fixed bias 

and the rms glldeslope deviation due to all other disturbances and measured 

errors. 

The fluctuation noise yi Is modeled by a first-order, Gaussian, 

shaped noise of the form 

y2 - - (ofny2 + Cfn 

where a)fn Is the half-power frequency of the fluctuation noise and Cfn 

Is a zero mean, Gaussian amplitude, white noise process.   Furthermore, 

E^fn(t)efn(s)} • ZufnafnMt-s) 

where ofn Is the rms fluctuation noise.   The break frequency Is taken 

to be 

Wfn - ^i rad 

where To Is the Information update Interval (or 1/To Is the data rate). 

Thermal noise and random electromagnetic noise are modeled by zero 

mean, Gaussian amplitude, white noise n. It Is assumed that n Is statis- 

tically Independent of yz. 

11 
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Tht MtMrtd glldttlopt dtvlttltn y It tMpltd tt the ItftrwtlM updtu 

InttrvtU md y(nTi) It tht Mtsurtd tMpIt dttt glldttlopt dtvlttlo» M 

tht tin iRttnrtl nTt it < (n*l)T#. Mhtrt T, It tht »taping Inttnrtl tnd 

1/Ti It tht ttapltd dtU rtte. 

s 

REFERENCE ,'' 
GLIOCSLOPE^^ 

TRACK   ' 

REFERENCE 
6U0ESL0FE 

FIXED BIAS 

Fig. 1.   alldes'iope Deviation Heasurenent Model 

In addition to the sampled data measurement of glldeslope deviation. 

It Is assumed that certain aircraft variables art continuously measured. 

The mathematical model of Ref 1 was developed to Include consideration 

for continuously sensed motion variables; however, the following 

12 



rtitrktlon MI tapoMd on th% continuous Mosuroatnti contldortO In 

Rtf 1: 

• Only thOM vtrltbltt tpptarlng txpllcltly at lUUt In « 

flru-orötr iUtt-vtrliblt rtprottnution of tht tyttvi 

oquitlont, » «A« »Bw ♦c*. con bo «Mturod continuously. 

Furthtraort, thou ■Nturoatntf ort porfoct. I.t., not 

noliy. 

Tht rttion for Uilt rtstrlctlon It dltcustod In Rtf 1.   This rtstrlc- 

tlon don not control 1y Halt Utt typt of continuous attturtatnti thtt 

can bt contldtrtd but In icat ctsts It rtqulrtt "fiddling «round' ulth 

tn« suit tquttlont to got tbti In • tulUblt foni so thtt tbt rtstrlc- 

tlon Is sttlsflod; for txtaplt. wbtn It MS dtslrtd to ust «Irspttd 

fttdbick In tbt control law.   In ordtr to consldtr longltudlntl tlrspttd 

(longitudinal vtloclty with rtsptct to «1r asss) as « stnstd varltblt. 

It Is convtnltnt to Introduct tbt longitudinal alrspttd uit as a stau 

In tbt aircraft aquations.   Lot ug dtnott tbt Intrtlal vtloclty of tbt 

air asss.   Tbtn 

Mtf • u - ug 

and tbt tlat dtrlvatlvt of tbt longitudinal alrspood Is 

u„ • u - ug 

Tbt aircraft aquations of aotlon, aftar raplaclng longitudinal vtloclty 

wltb longitudinal alrspaad, art 

Äas ' Vas ♦ V * A8 co* Y» * "ug^ * Vg ♦ \*9 * «d^th 

" ■ Zuuas ***** ü,q " fle ,1n y* 'hfq* \69 * 2«tb6th 
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In i ilalUr Miuitr. noliy BMSurtMnts Of «trcrift ■otlon vtrUblts 

CM bt consldtrtd.   TMt It tfont fey Introducing tho «pproprUto llnMr 

itoclMttlc dlfforontUI oquotlont doKrlblng UM wmmrmmtt nolM tnd 

Introducing • no« sUto oquotlon roprosontlng tht MB of Uw tontod aotlon 

vorloblo ond tht mtmrtmnt nolfO. 

intm DlfforontUI Eowtlon 

Tho oqiMtlOAS of aotlon for Uw olrcroft «long with tht control 

Ug», gust oqyotlont, ond aooMroMnt o^'Otlont atko up • tot of dlf- 

forontUI oquotlom idilcli doscrlbo tho syttoa.   Tho tyttoa dlfforontUI 

oquotlon It 

«(t) • /U(t) ♦ B«{t) ♦C#(t) 0) 
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0 

0 

0 

1/Tt 0 

0 0 

0 1/Tt 

0«c 

0 

0 

0 

s 
s 
Cfn 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Th« lUbllUy tftrlvatlm Md «irerift par«aturt «rt Uktn froa Rtf 1 

«nd art Includad litr« In Twit II.   Tht ijnui block dltgraa It thorn 

In Fig. 2. 

W—turtt of 'Coodntst* 

Throt «Msurts of 'goodnott* Mtrt uMd to tvaluott a pottlbla 

flight control %yiim.   Tho first Is tlm probability of alssod approscb 

«Men 1i usod as tho prlairy aoasurt of approach porforatneo.   Tho 

socond It tho ras control   ctlvltyt ond tho third Is tho ras pitch anglo. 

Tho aoasyr« of approach porforasnea wsod In this study Is bstad 

on tho aitunptlon that If cortaln prospoclflod aircraft varlablos aro 

within • glvon toloranco at tho doclilon altltudo. than tho landing 
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TABLE II 
DC-8 Stability Otrlvatlves and Aircraft Parameters--Landing Approach 

xu - - 0.03730 l/sec 

S -  0.13600 1/stc 

z« ■ - 0.28300 l/$ec 

2w' ■ - 0.75000 1/stc 

K1 •  0.0   1/itc-ft 

^' * - 0.00461 1/stc-ft 

V • - 0.59400 1/stc 

\ 

Ut 

u 
Tt 

0.0        ft/rad-stc» 

0.10600 ft/ptrctnt rpo-stc1 

9.25000 fl/rad-stc1 

0.00097 ft/ptrctnt rpa-stc» 

0.92300 l/rtd-stc* 

0.00007 l/ptrctnt rpa-ttc* 

228       ft/ttc 

3 dtg 

0.0666« MC 

1.0 
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proceeds to touchdown.   Otherwise a missed approach has occurrod and a 

"go around" Is executed.   The tolerances used to specify a successful 

approach are called the window.   With this definition of a altsed approach, 

the probability of a missed approach (PNA) Is a quantitative and computable 

measure of landing performance.   The definition, a complete description, 

end a method for computing PNA are found In Ref 4. 

The current FAA Category II landing accuracy criteria of ±72 ft 

lateral deviation and ±12 ft vertical deviation are used to define the 

window.   The window Is shown graphically In Fig. 3.   Since the results 

of Ref 2 Indicate the vertical errors dominate the probability of missed 

approach (with this window definition), only the vertical window dimen- 

sion was used In this study to define a missed epproach. 

RCFCftCNCC ClIMPATH 

TMCf 

ad • tl2 ft 

Ay ■ t72 ft 

fig. 3.   Tbe UcmunM Category H Window 

After mlelmlilAg the probability of missed approach, the rm 

elevator ectuater rate emd the rmi pitch angle are checked to assure 

19 



that both fait r/lthln acctptabla Halts.   The n» elevator actuator rata 

larvtt as a BMSurf of the control authority required by the automatic 

flight control systea.   Halts are generally sat on the control authority 

of an auteaatlc flight control system with a margin of safety to allow 

sufficient aanual authority to override a hard-over failure of the aute- 

aatlc system.   The control constraint used as an upper bound on activity 

was .IS rad/sec for the ras elevator actuator rate.   This value was never 

exceeded by any of the cases considered.   By relaxing or tightening the 

ras accuator rate constraints, possible trade-offs can be evaluated In 

teras of the change In the probability of missed approach for a given 

change In the ras actuator rate. 

The ras pitch angle was considered as a measure of the "ride" 

qualities associated with the auteaatlc flight control system and hence 

was used to evaluate each auteaatlc flight control system configuration. 

The upper Halt m% set at 6* (Ref 1).   This figure was primarily used 

to detect an auteaatlc flight control system design which results In a 

high-frequency oscillation In glldeslope deviation.   There are cases 

where an auteaatlc flight control system could have a low probability of 

atstod approach and reasonable actuator rate, but the oscillatory tendencies 

would show up by a marked Increase In the ras pitch angle.   The probability 

of missed approach and ras elevator actuator rate appears reasonable In 

thete cases because oscillations around the aean tend to cancel out In 

the rm» measures. 

.••••>,.••*,*-.« s..   |...<,;   • .-Vj   • 



III.   Optimal Feedbacks 

The technique used to develop the optimal feedback gains Is pre- 

sented In this chapter for completeness and reader convenience.   This 

coverage Is not Intended to be mathematically rigorous.   A more In-depth 

treatment Is found In Refs 1 and 4. 

In developing the model for the automatic flight control system, 

steady winds and wind shear were taken to be zero.   The steady wind Is a 

time Invariant wind assumed to be blowing horizontally with the ground 

and may be either a head wind or tall wind.   With respect to the aircraft, 

It has a steady longitudinal and normal component depending on the air- 

craft attitude with respect to the horizon.   The wind shears account for 

a gradient In the wind Intensity as a function of altitude.   The wind 

shear w$h Is represented by the equation 

0 ,     h >200 ft 

5n     s^ZOO-h),     100 ftihiZOO ft 

where sh denotes the linear rate at which the wind velocity changes as 

a function of altitude; sn may be positive or negative.   With respect to 

the aircraft, the wind shear has a longitudinal and normal component 

depending upon the aircraft attitude with respect to the horizon. 

The control law representing the automatic flight control system 

Is developed for the linear Gaussian system of equations, 

x(t) - Ax(t) + Bu(t) *P{t) (1) 

where u(t) represents the control Input generated by the control law. 
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Assuring that ttm glldtslopt (ind of course local tzer) has betn 

captured, the landing approach (not considering flare, touchdoMi and 

rollout) bocoMS a tracking prohlea with respect to the deviation fron 

the reference glldeslope track and with respect to the noalnal or trla 

values of the other aircraft aotlon variables.   For a fined reference 

glldeslope track angle• this Is a regulator problaa fro« a control point 

of view.   Thus the aodel for the flight control syttea Is developed frtm 

the control theor/ relating to the opttaal regulator preblea. 

As e brief review of the opttaal control regulator probten, con- 

sider the linear systew 

*(t) - AR(t) ♦ Mt) ♦ C*(t) (I) 

the observations ere of the for« 

y(t) • ita(t) ♦ n(t) (I) 

n Is e tore aean, fieusslen awpllUide, uhlte noise process.   Let 

J be e quadratic functional In rlate and control deflmd bjr 

J(u) • Lto C | «(T) '^(T) ♦ u(T) ••iCT) | (3) 

where 0 end K ere sjOMtrit, 0 Is non-negative definite, and t It peel- 

tlve deflnl« .   It Is well known that the control lew defined e« the 

observation y, which «Intolae the ftinctlenal (3). subject to Che dif- 

ferential constrtlnt (1), is of the for« (tef S) 

u(t) • fi*(t) (4) 

where F Is the opttail feedback for the detoralalstlc proble» (1^., 

(••0) end Is given by the equetlon 

F • -!-•••* (|) 



and P Is the solution to the nonlinear matrix Rlcattl equation 

AP + PA' ♦ Q - PBR-'B'P • 0 (6) 

In Eq (4). x* Is the "best estlnate" of x and Is the output of a system 

of differential equations (called a Kaiman filter) «Alch have as their 

Input the observations y. 

Based on this familiar optimal control result for the so-celled 

linear, quadratic, fiausslan problem, the flight control sysUm Is modeled 

by the cont .1 lew 

u(t) - riU) (7) 

Mtiert Ms the optimal feedbeck metrlx for e quadratic cost function of 

tH form given by £<j (3). «ne x(t) '* a "sub-optimal* estlmete of the 

»UU a, end Is described In iff 1. 

The qeedretlc cost function used to dtflet P Is of the form 

J.U) • ci • k,o!    ♦ kgQ. (•) • < f k»0«e| ♦ ^ 

mg It the rmi glfdeslope devletloms from tee rtfer«Ace glldostope 

uecs.e^ . 1 «14, ere the rms control inputs,   for the OC-4 those 

itrol Inputs ere c—unded elevetor position end cowimftoeo eAgint t^m. 

In the case ^mre direct lift comtr«! It cmmtldond, thttt cmmtrot ImpnU 

ere ceemiitoa eUretmr .imsitlmh em« tvmttM direct lift.   11« mtlfhtimi 

cmefficiemu, s% u*k,, ««re ttlectmd u mletmlie the prehibillty tf a 

mistmd epprmech (fut) weject u prttfeclflM IMtt m ttm tm control 

ectlvlty.    U UU mamnor. the strwctMre of the solution to the llmoer, 

»emretlc. Uutsiem optimal control prehlem «as used tm define the food- 

boa ttlms^emi the coot toctlemel (•) «et dotmnrinod to et tm optlmiM 

the lemeinf ap#r«ech porforamme« «Alle eccMntlnf for the cmmtrel 



authorities that are Imposed on the flight control system. The value of 

the structure of the solution to the linear, quadratic, Gaussian problem 

Is that Eqs (5) and (6) for the optimal feedback matrix F can be easily 

and rapidly solved via modem digital computer techniques. Thus the 

problem Is reduced to solving for k, and k, of Eq (3) which minimizes 

PMA subject to specified rms constraints on the control activity. This 

m% done nttferlcally by a direct search minimization technique called 

'pattern search." The details of this minimization technique and the 

digital computer Implementation are given In Ref 4. 

At previously mentioned, a "tub-optimal" ttate estimate * It 

tited In the control taw formulation given by Cq (7). The form of the 

"twb-optlmar tute ettlmator and the reatont for using the "sub-optimal" 

tute tttfmau Inttead of an optimal ettlmau of the state In the control 

definition are given In Reft 1 and 4. Thtt atpect of the optimal control 

1M It met partlcmlarly pertinent to this study tlnce It It IM optimal 

feedbaca 9a1mt wblch wt really wemt. The Imteretted reader can flmd 

complete coveroge in teft 1 and 4. 

Since me control lev flvem by £d <7« MM developed for tbe cete 

•mere dlttmrtemce and meatwree^nt molte ere nre mean amd fiemttlem, it 

deet met directly deal with cetet wmere ttee^y winds and wimd thmart ar« 

emmsiderod. Tfeit appreedi MM CdMm to avoid me mtrecublllly df 

dMllmf writli e irebibilittlc dttcrlption of itete typet of eitiwrtemee. 

It would diet id «vtalittic to pretcrlbe d flight control lew which toot 

into eccewnt e fivw deteminittic wimi directly becewse tmey are 1m feet 

remdmm from day to day emd from dme ffidfnihlc Ideation u emothdr. It 

It pMtlhld, ho»*ver. io develop a control \m mhlch t«dprett#s the effect 

of ttoedr wimet amd wind smear a»* ue deviation from glide tlepe. Thit 



Is done by Including a state In the system equations« Eq (1), which Is 

the Integral of glideslope deviation. In this way» the control law given 

by Eq (7) incorporates an Integral control which suppresses steady errors 

In the glideslope deviation due to steady winds and compensates for the 

wind shears. This approach was taken for the OC-8 using Integral feedback 

In glideslope tracking. Recall, however, that steady winds and wird shear 

•re taken es zero In this study. 

The resulting automatic flight control system model used In the 

data rate analysis Is shown schematically In Fig. 4. The discrete Kaiman 

filter and the Intersawple extcapjletor shown In the figure are used to 

derive the ttete estimate x end ere described In Ref 1. The portion of 

the control system model that Is of particular Interest In this study Is 

the optimal feedback gains. 
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IV.   Standard 

In this chapter a classically designed» advanced automatic flight 

control system Is described.   This AFCS Is taken from Ref 2 and It Is 

used as a standard In this study.   This standard served to validate the 

computational techniques of the digital computer program and was used to 

compute baseline values for such figures of merit as the probability of 

missed approach (PMA), rms glldeslope deviation (0^), rms pitch angle 

deviation (09). rms elevator angle deviation (aje) and the rms elevator 

actuator rate (o6e).   These baseline figures are used as a measure of 

"goodness" with which to compare the sub-optimal AFCS design.    Included 

In this chapter are the feedback control law for the standard, the state 

equation formulation for the standard, and a comparison of numerical 

results from Refs 2, 6, and this study for the various figures of merit. 

The standard automatic flight control system was designed using 

"classical" multi-loop control techniques, and the design philosophy as 

well as the control system Is described In Ref 2.   A block diagram of 

the standard system Is shown In Fig. 5.   The standard does not represent 

an existing system, but rather an advanced, high performance automatic 

pilot and approach coupler of the type that would be required for suc- 

cessful Category II landing approach operations In a moderate-to-severe 

turbulence environment. 

The Inner loop of Fig. 5 Is used to feed back pitch and pitch rate. 

Pitch rate 6 Is fed back for short-period damping and to extend the path- 

following bandwidth.   A conventional feedback of pitch attitude 6 to 
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achieve short-period stiffness together with path damping Is modified 

by a washout with a comparatively small time constant T^.   This has 

the effect of retaining the short-period attitude stiffness, but It 

trades path damping for a reduced glide path displacement due to normal 

gusts.   The gains and time constants used In the Inner loop closure are 

given In Table III. 

TABLE III 

Selected Gains and Time Constants for the AFCS of Ref 2 

Pitch Rate and Attitude Stability Augmentation 

VTa ■ 15.0 rad/sec 

1/TW0 -   0.7 rad/sec 

K^ » -2.0 sec 

KQ - -2.0 

Path-Following Regulation and Control 

1/Tf ■ 2.0 rad/sec 

Kd - -0.00867 rad/ft 

iq ' -0.0013 1/ft-sec 

Kj ■ -0.0256 sec/ft 

The outer loop provides the feedback and filtering of glldeslope 

displacement Information and Is referred to as a path-foil owing loop. 

Since the pitch attitude 8 feedback Is modified by a washout, the air- 

craft has no absolute attitude reference.   This dictates the need for a 

high quality path damping signal.   In practice* this could be the derived 

beam rate d, the Incremental altitude rate h, or the result of a comple- 

mentary filtering which could Include output of a normal accelerometer. 
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The «Mlyils prtttnttd In Rtf 2 muatd that In • h1gh-p«rfonunct system. 

end on • rtUtlvtly shallow glidepeth, such ot -3.0 dtg, the coaplwtnUry 

filtering can be ptrfornod In such « My thet, over the bsndwldth of the 

path-following loop. • pure or noise-free d signal can be provided. 

A baa« dlsplacaaant signal Is required for path acquisition and 

stiff nass.   To this Is added the integral of the boa« dliplacaaant to 

keep the aircraft on the reference glldapath In tha presence of a head- 

wind or a long wavelength updraft.   Tha gain on the Integral tern Is 

limited by considerations of path-following stability, so that Its 

effectiveness Is only felt In regulating against, at most, slowly changing 

winds.   Both the beam displacement and Integral of beam displacement are 

shown. In Flg. 5, to be filtered by a low-pass filter with a time constant 

Tf.   This filter Is representative of the combined Impedance of the fil- 

ter capacitor and the receiver conventionally used In the VHF-UHf ILS. 

Alternatively, Tf can be taken to closely approximate the combined 

characteristics of a receiver boxcar hold and ripple filter such as 

might be used In connection with a microwave scanning beam system.   The 

numerical values for the gains and time constants used In the outer loop 

closure are given In Table III. 

The feedback control law for the system of Fig. S Is arrived ct by 

closing both feedback loops and assuming dc"0.   The control law 6ec Is 

given by 

«ec ■ -Tee*ec 

The first term Ye Is given by 

KeS                   K^sU ♦ 1/TE) 
Yft ♦ KäS - £- 

8     »♦VTKO      * »♦VT*, 
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whtrt 

Tht ttcond terw 6C It glvtn by 

ec. -Ydd 

whtrt 

Yd • —2 ♦ K^t 
s(i ♦ 1/Tf) 

KaU ♦ 1/Td|)(t ♦ 1/Td>)(t ♦ lAd,) 

s(l ♦ lAf) 

•nd 

JL*li.      J..Ü1.     -L*± 
Td»      ^d Tdt     H \     Tf 

Exprtsslng tht control law equations In state-variable for« requires 

• little "fiddling «round" «nd tht establishment of «t least thrtt dunqy 

sUtes.    For the benefit of tht Inquisitive reader the equations used 

•rt 

"«$ • xuu«8 ♦ V * 9e co$ Yi ♦ wugug • X^g ♦ X6e«e ♦ hyfth 

W ■ Zyu^ ♦ Z^« ♦ ü,q - ge «In Y» - Z^g ♦ Z6e6t ♦ Zd^th 

q - MyU^ ♦ M^ ♦ ^q - M^g ♦ *6J9 ♦ M^fi^, 

e ■ q 

a - Uie - w 
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H      h 

•f • • ^- »f ♦ M 

Tf 

ft -df 

«htrt tf, df. Md jfi art Jiiy tUU» rtprtitflllng int output of tht 

Mthout, tM output of V* glltfoslopo rocolvor fllur, «nd tho 1oUgr«1 

of tho flltorod glldottopo dovUtloo.   Tho lUtt yi roprosonU tho otfdl- 

tlvo nolto plKtd on tho glldotlopo dovldtloo d.   Tho gtlot. tlao cov 

tUntt, and tUblllty dorlvotlvo« ort glvoo In Toblot II ond III. 

Cow>ir1ton of Rotultt 

Tho IMMHCOI roftults of Rof 2 MOTO valldotod by two aothods:   ono, 

using tho dlglul coaputor prograa thtt Mt utod In this study to coaputo 

tho matrlcol rtsuU», «nd tM>* on tndlog slwUtlon tochnlquo roportod 

In Rof 6.   Tho coaparlton Is shown In Tsblo IV. 

Tho figures In Toblo IV show that OMCt ogrofoont MS not «chleved 

botMton tho data of Rof 2 and tho digital solution.   Also note tho results 

of tho analog slaulatlon of Rof 6 do not agroo exactly with those of Rof 2. 

Tho digital cwputer results and those of Rof 6 tend to vary In tho stac 

direction when conparad to tho results of Rof 2.   Tho root sua squared 

disturbance correlated error figures show fairly good agroeaont between 

all three studies, and the vaiues for o^ and 09 of Rcf 2 are used as a 

basis for coaparlson In this study.   A value for the ras elevator rate 
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U Mt «Iv«« 1« Iff 2, thtrtfort, • »ilut of .1692 r«d/»ec, «t ccapuUd 

bjr Uit dtgtuJ protnB, will b« uMd for tmptrinq control octlvltlot. 

Tho rttpoiiM of Uit 'tUndord* lyiim to « plUh rato tapulio It them 

1« Mf. It of Cfttpur VII. 
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V.   Ocvloping the Practical Systew 

Tht Mln objective of this study Is to determine If a prsctlc«! 

control systt« could be developed fro« • full optlnsl systoa through soat 

logic«! procedure.    The stop by step procedure Is presented for two uses 

using the equetlons of Mtlon for the OC-8 «Ircreft et given In Chepter II. 

In the first cm» «Irspeed wes essuaed to be aeesured end evelleble for 

the control lew, while the second cese did not use ilrspeod.   Before 

storting, • brief review of the roaplete procedure Is given. 

As explelned In Cheptor II. the optlMl control lew Is developed 

to ■Inlalie • given cost functional subject to cerUIn constraints.    In 

order to «rrlve at this control law. It Is necessary to specify the aeasure* 

■ents which are assuaed to be available.   As previously Mentioned, soae of 

those Masurcaents are associated with the flight control systea and are 

available continuously, free of noise.   Those aeasureaents considered here 

Include sensed pitch attitude, pitch rate, and nonul acceleration.   These 

are coaaon to both cases presented In this chapter.   The remaining aeasure- 

aents are the glldeslope deviation, the associated errors as mentioned In 

Chapter II. and for the first case, airspeed with noise and aeasureaent 

errors.   The Integral of glldeslope deviation Is derived froa the glide- 

slope aeasureaent. 

Once given the desired aeasureaents. the optimal control law can 

be solved to obtain the optimal feedback gains.   The feedback gains Include 

a set of gains for an autothrottle.   Since the approach flight condition 

Is at a trla speed above the speed for trla response reversal, both glide- 

path tracking and speed regulation can be achieved with elevator control 
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TABLE V 

Numerical Results of Sub-optimal Control System with Airspeed Feedback 

Step PMA 
3o Value of 

Elevator Actuator Rate 
(rad/sec) 

lo Value of 
1  Pitch Angle 

(rad) 

1 .02084 .16572 .02119 

2 .02090 .16572 .02153 

3 .01719 .16974 .02178 

4 .01074 .23367 .02436 

5 .19926 .04219 .02097 

6 .24631 .24463 .01781 

7 unstable 

8 .00187 .27216 .03177 

9 unstable 

10 .00468 .23137 .02374 

11 .01235 .23932 .02422 

12 .03980 .10700 .02518 

Standard .0366 .168 .0287 
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assumed that most of the sensor noise present would be 
filtered out by the device Itself. The measurement 
model Is shown In Fig. 8, where Ti"0.5 sec. The 
measured airspeed Is called uin. The system performance 
Is extremely sensitive to the airspeed measurement. A 
delay of 1.0 sec was found unacceptable as the system 
performance deteriorated greatly (PMA*.07304). 

' 

uas 1 "m 
TLs + 1 

Fig. 8. Airspeed Measurement Model 

The results of Step 12 represent the final system. The numerical 

results are compared with those for the standard In Chapter VII. The 

system response to a pitch rate Impulse of 1 deg/sec Is shown In Chapter 

VII, Fig. 13. 

Control Law Without Airspeed Feedback 

This case Is developed much as the previous case except airspeed 

Is not considered as one of the measurements available In the development 

of the optimal feedback control law. Developing the control law with the 

same measurements as those used In Ref 2 permits the comparison of a clas- 

sically designed advanced system with the realizable sub-optimal system 

where the same feedbacks are assumed to be available. The numerical 

results for this case are found In Table VI. The step-by-step procedure 

Is as follows: 

Step 1. As In the first case, the Initial step Is to use the 
full state feedback. 
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Step c.    Delete all feedbacks to the throttle. 

Step 3.   Zero the elevator position feedback. 

Step 4.   Zero the wind gust Intensity feedbacks. 

Step 5.   Zero the airspeed feedback.    It should be pointed out 
here that even though airspeed was not a prespeclfled 
feedback,   airspeed feedback does have a significant effect 
on approach performance and control activity. 

The control law now consists of Just the desired (prespeclfled) 

feedback gains, and measurement noise or filtering Is not yet considered. 

As In the previous case, these desired feedback gains are now Individually 

set to zero, one at a time, to validate the constraint on the hypothesis 

In Chapter I and to show the resultant effect. 

Step 6.    Zero the normal velocity feedback. 

Step 7.    Zero the pitch attitude feedback. 

Step 6.    Zero the pitch rate feedback. 

Step 9.   Zeit) glldeslope deviation feedback. 

Step 10. Zero the Integral of glldeslope deviation feedback.   The 
improvement In this step Is expected since Integral feed- 
jacks have a destabilizing effect.   The cost of this 
improvement Is the loss of compensation for steady winds. 

With fewer measurements available for the control law, the gains 

are higher and the result of removing ore of these feedbacks Is much more 

pronounced.   This Is apparent when comparing the effects of Steps 6 through 

10 of Table VI with the corresponding steps of Table V.   Now returning to 

the control system as It was configured In Step 5, the glldeslope deviation 

must be made to resemble the actual measurements. 

Step 11. The glldeslope deviation is corrupted with noise yz, and 
filtered as In the previous case.   Originally the filter 
In Fig. 7 was used; however, the effect of filtering 
glldeslope deviation was a reduced elevator actuator rate 
and consequently a poor PMA.   The filter of Fig. 7 was 
modified by including a gain G In the numerator to 
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compensate for the effect of filtering. This gain was 
varied to achieve the minimum PMA. This filter is shown 
in Fig. 9, where Tf is 0.5 sec and G is 1.27. 

y» 

G 

Tf s + 1 

df 

Fig. 9. Glideslope Deviation Measurement Model with Increased Gain 

Step 12. The control system of Step 11 has a much poorer per- 
formance than the standard. The standard achieved a 
PMA of .0366 while the sub-optimal control system, at 
this point, results in a PMA of .07316. A closer look 
at the data reveals that one cause for the poorer per- 
formance is a much lower rms elevator actuator rate: 
.08058 rad/sec for the sub-optimal as opposed to .16779 
rad/sec for the standard. The logical "fix" is to 
increase the rms elevator actuator rate in the sub- 
optimal system. To get the higher actuator rate, the 
optimization routine was rerun with relaxed constraints 
on actuator activity. This resulted in higher feedback 
gains and In the final system, higher rms actuator rates. 
It is important to point out the ease and quickness with 
which this Improvement was achieved. Because the equa- 
tions are mechanized for computer solution, only one 
card needed to be changed and the entire revision .vas 
completed In less than a day. The final system response 
to a pitch rate impulse is shown in Chapter VII, Fig. 14. 

The final sub-optimal control law results In an oscillation when 

the system Is perturbed by a pitch rate impulse as shown by Fig. 13 of 

Chapter VII. A classically designed system (Ref 7) similar to the 

standard but without the washout also experienced those oscillations. 

If these oscillations are considered undesirable, the pitch attitude 

feedback can be modified by a rashout. This has the effect of retaining 

the short-period attitude stiffness, but It trades path damping for a 
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reduced response or glide path displacement due to normal gusts or pitch 

rate Impulses. 

The realizable systems described In this chapter will be compared 

to the advanced, classically designed standard In Chapter VII.    The 

numerical values for the feedback gains are given in Appendix A.   The 

directness and simplicity of this technique should be quite evident at 

this point. 
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TABLE VI 

Numerical Results of Sub-optimal Control System Without Airspeed Feedback 
(6 samples/sec) 

Step PMA 
3o Value of 

Elevator Actuator Rate 
(rad/sec) 

la Value of 
Pitch Angle 

(rad) 

1 .00131 .26750 .02443 

2 .00131 .26750 .02443 

3 .00100 .27791 .02469 

4 .00136 .34038 .02633 

5 .05172 .07137 .02250 

6 .31705 .14866 .01940 

7 unstable 

8 unstable 

9 .79171 .06014 .03216 

10 .05173 .12369 .01895 

11 .07316 .08058 .02510 

12 .02154 .15095 .02680 

Standard .0366 .168 .0287 
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VI.    Application to Direct Lift Control 

In this chapter, the technique described in Chapter V is used to 

develop realizable control laws for a hypothetical aircraft which has 

the capability of using direct lift control.   Direct lift control has 

attracted considerable attention, particularly for possible use on STOL 

aircraft.    The primary purpose for considering DLC is to conceptually 

show the significant improvement which can be achieved in glideslope 

tracking and to demonstrate the versatility of this design technique. 

Direct lift control represents a multiple input, multiple output system 

which, for classical control techniques, is at best extremely difficult. 

The optimal approach handles this case with comparative ease. 

This chapter describes how DLC was conceptually considered for the* 

DC-8.    The modified equations of motion and actuator equations are given. 

Two cases are presented in detail:    the first case includes airspeed 

measurements in the control law, while the second case does not.    The 

procedure follows closely that described in the previous chapter.   The 

numerical results for each step of the procedure are in Table VIII.    The 

system response to a pitch rate Impulse is found In Chapter VII, Figs. 15 

and 16.   The numerical values of the optimal feedback gains are presented 

In Appendix A. 

Aircraft Model with Direct Lift Control 

The Investigation of DLC was performed on a hypothetical OC-8 

Incorporating Idealized direct lift control.   The model Is taken from 

Ref 1, where It was assumed that Ideal DLC would generate normal forces 
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on the aircraft without significant changes in pitch attitude.    The basic 

aircraft equations were adapted to include direct lift control by the 

introduction of a new control input vector 

u = 
;ec 

<5d. 

where 6dc is the commanded input to the direct lift control surface. 

Thus the throttle control was replaced by a hypothetical direct lift 

control. 

The equations of motion in Chapter II were modified by replacing 

the thrust stability därivatives (X5-, Zg.., M6th) 
W1"th a hypothetical 

set of direct lift stability derivatives (X*., Z*., MöJ« The equations 

for the hypothetical "direct lift" DC-8 are 

"as " Vas f xww - go cos 70 + u)UgUg - Xwwg + XÖ86e + X6d6d 

«* " zuuas * Zww " 9" s1n Yo *  ooq ■■ ZwWg + tf<e6e  + 26ddd 

^ " Muuas + Kww + "q^ ' Mwwc, + M«e
6
e 

+ M6d
6
d 

Ö ■ q 

d - UeB - w 

The values for the direct lift stability derivatives are given In Table 

VII.    The remaining stability derivatives are left the same and are found 

in Table II.    The disturbances are the same as described In Chapter II. 

The differential equations for the elevator actuator and direct lift 

control surface are 
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6S = -~- 6e + -- 6e 
Te    Te  c 

1     1 

Td    Td  c 

where 64 is the direct lift control surface deflection, T^ and Te are the 

control lags on the direct lift surface and the elevator; T^ and Te were 

both taken to be ,06665 sec. 

TABLE VII 

Direct Lift stability Derivatives (Ref 1) 

XtS, =  0.0 ft/rad-sec 
u 

Z6J =: - 50.0 ft/rad-sec 

M6d 
r      0.0    1/rad-sec 

The numerical value for Zo^ corresponds to a control effectiveness 

of roughly 0.1 g noinal accele»-ation for a 4° surface deflection.    The 

choice of XüA'^'V causes the direct lift control to be relatively 

uncoupled from the 0, q, and uas equations.   This Is especially true 

since Mw Is zero. 

Control Law with Airspeed 

Tne first case considered for the hypothetical aircraft with DLC 

included airspeed feedback in the control  law.    The other measurements 

used In the optimization process wore normal velocity, pitch attitude, 

pitch rate, and sampled g'ideslope deviation.   The procedure follows 
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closely that used in the previous chapter. There are two control laws 

of interest when considering DLC: the elevator control law and the direct 

lift control law. Therefore, each variable has two feedback gains. The 

numerical results are given in Table VIII. The step-by-step procedure 

is as follows: 

Step 1. The equations are solved using full state feedback to 
evaluate the system capability using the full set of 
optimal feedbacks. 

Step 2. The wind gust intensity feedbacks are deleted because 
wind gusts are not measured in a realizable flight 
control system. 

Step 3. Feedback gains on the position of both the elevator and 
the direct lift control surface are set to zero. This 
case represents the prespecified feedbacks without con- 
sidering measurement noise or filtering of the measured 
signals. 

The following series of steps were used to verify the original 

hypothesis of Chapter I which stated that removing a measurement from the 

control law which was assumed present for the original optimization results 

in a poor control system. In Table VIII, case (a) represents the result 

when the particular feedback was deleted from the elevator control law, 

while case (b) is the result when the same feedback was deleted from the 

direct lift control low. 

Step 4. Zero the airspeed feedback gain. 

Step 5. Zero tie normal velocity feedback gain. 

Step 6. Zeru the pitch attitude feedback gain. 

Step 7. Zero the pitch rate feedback gain. Deleting pitch rate 
feedback results in lower response times but higher settling 
times. Just as in similar cases in Chapter V, the PMA Is 
satisfactory because the high frequency oscillations con- 
tribute little to the rms glideslope deviation. The 
oscillations cause a marked increase in the rms pitch 
attitude. Removing pitch rate feedback results In poor 
rice quality. 
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IABLE VIII 

Numerical Re 
With Al 

suits of Sut-optlmal Direct Lift Control System 
rspeed Feecoack (Data rate, 6 sarr.ples/sec) 

Step PMA 
3o Value of 

Elevator Actuator Rate 

(rad/sec) 

3o Value of 
Direct Lift 

j Actuator Rate 
(rad/sec) 

1o Value of 
Pitch Angle 

1 .02428 .02900 .19461 .01163 

2 .00050 .04361 .27452 .01187 

3 .00035 .04423 .27898 .01199 

4a .00595 .00254 .27924 .01114 

b .16504 .04454 .03987 .01250 

5a .00162 .04546 .27907 .00997 

b .08778 .04443 .29341 .01163 

6a .00146 .04554 .27968 .01561 

b .12760 .04463 .29146 .01615 

7a .00028 .04522 .27889 .01268 

b .00000 .04423 .29391 
1 

.01247 

8a .00053 .04425 .27889 .01149 

b .08345 .04420 .27892 .01181 

9 .0004/" .04420 .27862 .01189 

10 .00280 .01709 .11152   | .01208 

Standard .0366 .168 n/a .0287 

NOTE: Case a represents the result when the particular feedback was 
deleted from the elevator control law, while Case b is the 
result when the same feedback was deleted from the direct lift 
control law. 
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Sttp 6.    Zero UM g1io«%)opt d«vUtion fMdMck 9«in. 

The rt&ulu of tne Utt f ivt tttpt v«iid4tt Iht origin«! ftypotnotu 

of Chapter I. hot» going Ufk to the control ftytte« in Step i, Uie unpled 

glldeslope deviation ana airspeed wll * be handled at In the ftm case in 

the previous chapter. 

Step 9.   The glide-slope Cevution «as assuneo to be toppled at 
a rate of 6 a.»a&p'.cs/sec and to have the saec error« es 
described In Chapter II (i.e., broadband additive noise). 
The noisy »easurea«nt Information was fed into a filter 
as shewn in Flq. 7.   The filter tine constant was picked 
t.o mini-.l/e the proUblllly of nlssed approach.    In this 
case, the value selected »as T#*0.2 sec.   The filtered 
glideslope deviation was then fed back.    The filtered 
glideslcpe deviation ».as also used to derive Integral of 
glldeslope devla*.'•(*.. 

Step 10. The airspeed Mas nandled :n the sane Manner et In the 
first case In Ci.apier V.    As before. It was assuned that 
any noise on the ot*4Sured airspeed would effectively be 
filtered by me luechanlsc of tne Reasureaent device.    It 
was also assured that the on» jrenent would Incur a tine 
lag due to the mechanical nature of the ■eetureoent 
device.    The neasureucnt nodel is shown In Fig. 8 Of 
Chapter V.    The tine lag 1L was again taken to be 0.S tec. 

The realizable control system gives a very low PKA (.00260).    This 

demonstrates the benefit of using DLC.   The ms direct lift control sur- 

face rate dropped more than half when the lag was placed on the airspeed 

measurement.    This points out the strong ttliance on good airspeed «Mture- 

•lent for any AFCS which considers airspeed as a prespeclfied eoaswroaent 

in developing the optinul feedbacks. 

Control Law Without Airspeed 

Prespeclfying airspeed In the control law creates several problem. 

As the previous case demonstr«tes, the control system with airspeed feed- 

back tends to be very dependent on this feedback.   This dependency retw)tt 

in the need for n^gh quality sensors which will create e atnleuM time tag 

in the measurement and aHo filter out most of the noise.   Thtte dltadvantages 
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to point out the ease with which the optimal approach could handle this 

multi-input, multi-output situation—not to achieve the best possible 

performance. 

The actual numerical values for the feedback gains are listed in 

Table XIV for the case with airspeed feedback, and In Table XV for the 

case without airspeed feedback.   Both tables are located in Appendix A. 
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VII.    Summary of Results. Conclusions, and Recommendations 

The summary of results, conclusions, and recommendations reached 

in determining a design procedure using the "optimal" feedback gains 

of the data rate analysis are enumerated in this chapter. 

Summary of Results 

The results of this study are summarized in the form of a table 

and five time histories showing aircraft responses.    In Table X, the 

PMA, rms elevator actuator rates, rms pitch attitude, and rms direct 

lift control rates are listed for the "standard" and the final form of 

each of the four cases considered.    The time histories (Figs. 12, 13, 

14, 15, and 16) show the system response to an initia"» pitch rate impulse 

of 1 deg/sec for the "standard" and for each case considered.   The 

"standard" and the two cases with airspeed have approximately the same 

closed-loop frequency.    The two cases without airspeed seem to have a 

higher closed-loop frequency. 

Conclusions 

1.    It has been shown that a set of optimal feedback gains can be 

the basis for a practical control system, provided the following considera- 

tions are properly accounted for in the optimization: 

a. The cost functional reflects system performance. 

b. Control activity is realistically accounted for. 

c. The measurements available for feedback are taken into 

account In the optimal design. 
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Fig. 12. Pitch Rate Impulse Response of the Standard System 
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2. A systematic procedure was developed which gives « good "first 

cut" at a practical control systen. 

3. The procedure It "clean" and requires no "gaoet" or "fiddling" 

with the feedback gains. 

4. The AFCS achieved In the case of the OC-8 without airspeed 

feedback coapared quite well with the standard as shown In Table X and by 

coaparlnq Figs. 12 and 14.    If the high-frequency oscillations In pitch 

attitude, shown In Fig. 14, are considered undesirable, a washout on 

pitch attitude feedback can be used to ellalnate ther (Ref 7). 

5. The incorporation of airspeed feedback In the control lew 

results In laproved approach perforwance (I.e., lower PNA) and a reduced 

sensitivity to changes In the other feewbacks.   Mien Interpreting the 

results In Table X, the reader aust consider the value of the rrn actuator 

rau as well as PNA to avoid being aisled. 

6. Dlnct lift control was handled easily.   The results for the 

two OLC cases are presented In Table X and Figs. IS and 16.   The werlt 

of OLC In the landing approach task Is evident fron the results In Table X. 

7. The rws neasures of "goodness" are good for a "first cut" 

design but are not sufficient to assure a desirable, safe, flyable AFCS. 

Further analysis \1.e., pitch rau response plots, uablllty tests, phase 

and gain aargln checks, etc.) It required to assure « safe sytUa. 

Recowaendatlons 

The following recowwndatlons are suggested: 

1.   A better or laproved Measure of landing approach perforaance 

Is needed.   PMA Is not adequau even when rms pitch attitude and ras 

control activity are considered.   What It needed It a neature of ride 
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quAlltitt or pilot rating.   RiOo qutllty CM bt ^/voluttcd by looking at 

tl* occoloratlon iptctrun «t tlio cockpit In ttt 3 to S cpt rtglon. 

2. Adopt tl« «pprMCJi to UIM OtMr ;IIM landing opproodi, for 

IntUnct, HMpon Otl Ivory. 

3. Apply tnit proMOwrt to Ootlyi M «utomtlc lond1t<g control 

/Mr- for roaotoly pllotod volilclof. 
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AttCftC!* A 

t*Mriul fltoti of ftttfbiclt Qiint 

IIM infonMtlor. in uili «pptndU It inclwdtd for tftt btnoflt of 

inyont **o miqhl ««ni to duptlcot« thlt ftuOy or do furthor rtftoorcft In 

tltls «rt«.   All wluts prtttnttd htro or« <dtnt1c«1 to tit« volutt utod 

in tM\ study.    Tht foodtecks rtulntd tn th« proctlc«) %y%tm art airkod 

wltn «n «sterlik (•}. 

Th« feecMc^t on gHdoslope dovUtion ond «Irsptod or« novtd 

frrr th« pure iUUt (d, fd, ut%) In tlHT full SUU ftfdfcoc« syftoa to 

the filtered or sensed states (df, Jdf, <%) In Uie prectlcel tystoa. 
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TABLE XI 

Feedback Gains for the Standard System 
(data rate, continuous) 

State Feedback to Elevator 

"as 0.0 

w -2.5576 K IQ-» 

6 5.8313 

q 2.0000 

'S 

8f 

•^ 

0.0 

0.0 

1.0000 

yi 0.0 

d 0.0 

«e 0.0 

/- 
7.6803x10-» 

df 8.5700 «IG-1 
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TABLE XII 

Feedback Gains for the Sub-optimal System with Airspeed Feedback 
(data rate, 6 samples/sec) 

State Feedback to Elevator Feedback to Throttle 

'as 

W9 

y» 

d 

6 

d 

6 

e 

/< 

th 

3.3678 xlQ-»* 

•6.4191 xlO"3* 

2.2657* 

.85460* 

1.0442 xlO*5 

• 3.2762 xlO-" 

0.0 

3.0483x10-»* 

4.7493 >.10-2 

2.6690x10-"* 

2.1731 xlO* 

- .22531 

9.5716 xlO"2 

-32.164 

-13.897 

- .18910 

9.5802x10-» 

0.0 

- 5.0314 xlO"2 

.78816 

-2.3104x10-« 

^^'^xlO-1 

•This ftedb«ck is retained in the practical system. 
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TABLE XIII 

Feedback Gains for the Sub-optimal System Without Airspeed Feedback 
(data rate, 6 samples/sec} 

State Feedback to Elevator Feedback to Throttle 

uas 4.8803 xlO"3 -1.3055 xlO-" 

w -1.1965X10-2* 6.2504x10-» 

e 4.3265* -2.1616X10-2 

q 1.4094* -7.9522 xlO"3 

ug 1.2629xl0-3 -1.1141 xlO-" 

Wg - 7.8283 xlO-" 6.9985 xlO"6 

y? 0.0 0.0 

d 7.4510xl0-3* -4.3170 xlO-1* 

*e 
- 7.6428xlO"2 4.4071 xlO-- 

/- 
3.4793x10-"* -1.3305x10 5 

«th 5.7354 xlO-- -2.4500x10"' 

*This feedback is retained In tne practical system. 
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TABLE XIV 

Feedback Gains for Sub-optima] System Without Airspeed Feedback 
Relaxed Control Activity Constraints 

(data rate, 6 samples/sec) 

State 

'as 

Wg 

yj 

d 

«e 

/- 

Feedback to Elevator 
(Gains for Practical System Only) 

0.0 

.2.1154 x]0-2 

7.7203 

2.1266 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1.6108 *10-2 

0.0 

4.6272 xlO-* 

0.0 
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TABLE XV 

Feectactc G«1r.s for Direct Lift Control System with Airspeed Feedback 

State Feedback to Elevator Feedback to DLC Surface 

"•$ 6.4943 KIO-'1* |            -4.0792x10-»* 

M -9.8753 xlO-11* 7.1767x10-»* 

e .34236* -2.5057* 

q .14456* - .98193* 

ug 2.3002 xlO-" -1.3089x10-' 

wg -4.0206xTO"5 3.4499xlO"- 

ya 0.0 0.0 

d 3.3161 xlO"-* -3.4505 xlO"3* 

6e -8.1636x lO"3 5.4893 xlO-2 

«die 

        i 

3.2540 xlO"3 -2.3556 xlO"2 

*Th1s feedback Is retained In the practical system. 
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TABLE XVI 

Feedback Gains fcr Direct Lift Control System Without Airspeed Feedback 

State Feedback to Elevator Feedback to DLC Surface 

1Jas 1.8430 xio^ -5.4850 xlO"3 

w -3.5975 xlO--* 1.4798 xlO"2* 

6 - .12807* -5.2815* 

Q 5.2266 xlO-2* -1.7123* 

ug 4.9343 xlO-5 - .10923 

Wg -1.3738 xlO"5 9.5572x10-'' 

y? 0.0 0.0 

d 1.3172x10-** -9.3767 xlO-"* 

«e -2.9351 xlO"» S.2860xl0-2 

«die 1.1819x10-» -4.8113 xlO"2 

*T.;is feedback Is retained In the practical system. 
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